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Devotional Prayer 
Guide 

Journal

Adult Coloring 
Book
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         YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Still, remember the first day you
met your friends and partner?
The diary does! People love writing
about the memorable events in their
life which are perfect for diary
pages.

Diary Pages

Notepad

Leaning toward a healthy lifestyle or
want to have a plan on what to eat
or cook?
Favored by working and nonworking
individuals as this printable will save
them tons of time and could bring you
lots of sales!

Meal Plan

A prayer a day will keep all your
worries away.
If your niche and audience are more
faith-centered, creating a prayer
guide might be the perfect printable
for your online store.

Record your thoughts, observations,
and dreams anytime, anywhere!
Journals are popular because they are
cute and attractive. It improves one's
mental health too! People like
journaling, and you can create designs
depending on moods. 

Kids love to color, and so do adults. 
It is a great way to express one's
feelings and emotions. It helps release
stress and anxiety and improves
focus and creativity too!

Save your notes exactly where you
want them! 
For working parents, students, or
anyone who loves note-taking. Design
options are endless which means that
they will be back for more!

Checkout the 
Prayer Journal here!

Checkout the Mental
Health Journal here!

Checkout the 
Teenage Journal here!

Checkout the Meal
Planner here!
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Calendars

Trackers

Travel Guide

Planners

Checkout the 
Calendar Pages here!
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Once in a while, we forget the
important dates in our lives.
Calendars will allow us to look
ahead in the future and focus on
the aspects and commitments
that aren’t just for us.

Don't miss out on anything!
The options on what kind of tracker
to make are endless; health, fitness,
lesson, saving, and more! This type of
printable could solve a pain point for
a lot of people. 

Everyone loves carefree travel!
Give your customers the best
vacation with the aid of travel
guide printables, and everything will
be smooth like butter at Waffle
House!

We all need a visual representation
of our goals!
Help people shape their minds and
actions towards their goals in life.
Help them achieve their goals
through vision board printables. 

Vision Boards

A daily routine can create structure
and increase productivity.
When you sell to-do list printables,
always remember that you are
helping someone have peace and
organization in their life. 

Everybody needs a plan!
People LOVE buying planners
because it makes them feel a bit
more in control of their lives.

To do list

Checkout the 
To-do lists here!

Checkout the Planner
Template here!

Checkout the 
Trackers here!
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Event Decor

Customized
Covers

Sugar

Party Games

Labels

Help people generate tickets for
their events!
Take another task off from their
busy schedules so they can focus on
selling and promoting their events!

Event Tickets

Binder covers that represent one's
personality? Why not!
Offer a variety of covers that show
different personality types so your
customers will have more options and
may buy more. 

Photobooth Props
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Be part of every party in town!
Party game printables will take
parties to the next level, and it will be
the talk until the next couple of
weeks! Your customers will surely be
back for all their events!

Don't mix things up, label them!
We use labels in everything;
condiments, art materials, food,
toiletries, documents, everything!
That is why it is a perfect printable
item to sell because we all need it.

Make your customers look extra in
their photobooth images!
Photobooths are popular at
weddings, birthdays, reunions, and all
other parties and events. It is of
course more fun with props!

In demand the whole year round!
Birthdays, bridal showers, weddings,
office parties, Christmas, New Year,
Easter Sunday, name it! You can
make different kinds of decors for
all the events one can think of.

Checkout the Party
Games Template here!
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We all love doing a bit of DIY!
Save yourself the stress of doing
inventory and shipping customized
shirts. Create easy-to-sell iron
printables that your customers will
surely love! Perfect for families and
friends that wanted to do matching
shirts and more.

Printable Iron On

Sleeve design for all occasions!
On birthdays, weddings, holidays, or
even just on a regular day, a cup
sleeve will add happiness to
someone's boring cup! 

Own that mug!
Create designs to help your customers
personalize their mugs, cups, and
tumblers. It is easy to sell because of its
affordability and fun to create too!
Bring comfort through personalized
mug designs.

Mug Wrap
Design

Wallpapers are in demand all the
time.
When people renovate their houses or
rooms, the first fix they want to
change is their wallpaper. There are
hundreds of people renovating, taking
advantage of it, and earning money
by creating cute minimalist designs
and selling them online.

Wallpapers
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Awards never end, and so as the
need for certificates!
Make ready-to-print certificates that
will go in handy for busy teachers,
bosses, business owners, etc.
Everyone loves getting a certificate!

Printable
Certificates

Cup Sleeves

Help a reader mark her reading
place.
Small items like bookmarks sell fast
because it is affordable, and there
are plenty of designs to choose from.

Bookmarks
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Publish your first Ebook!
Create a book in an hour and publish
it right away. Start earning in the
comforts of your own home. Plus,
you can do it with the whole family!

Ebook

Budgeting made easy.
Sticking to a budget can be painful for
some. That's why budget planners
exist. It provides the motivation
needed to be firm in handling finances.

Calling Card

Help someone land a job today.
By creating a simple resume
printable you are helping someone
achive their dreams, provide for their
family, and never lose hope about
their future. 

Resume Templates

Let's count the guests!
In every event, the host sends out
save-the-date cards to inform the
guests about the occasion and to
know the number of attendees in
advance. Take advantage of it and
create ready-to-print save-the-date
cards for them!

Collect mom and grandma's
recipes, put them together, and
sell it online!
Compile the best dishes you know
into a recipe book and help people
prepare their meals!

AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Budget List

Let's put  your name on it!
Help people represent themselves
through the calling card printable
you will create for them. It is
valuable because this small stuff will
take them to places!

Recipes

Save The Date

Checkout the Children's
Ebook here!

Checkout the 
Budget Planner here!
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Self-Care
Checklist

Earn from posters!
Educational, words of wisdom,
health-related, reminders, tourist
destinations, flags, favorite artists,
music, and so much more! Possibilities
are endless in creating profitable
posters. 

Fam
ily

Cho
re

List

Checkout the Self-Care
Checklists here!

A notebook is more than just a
practical tool. 
It's a tool we use when learning and
discovering new things. Make it look
better by designing printable
notebook pages perfect for
students, workers, and teachers!

Family Chore List

Let's love ourselves more!!!
We are so busy that even self-care
seems to be a luxury. Resting and
taking good care of ourselves is also a
priority and will help us achieve our
dreams. Create and sell checklists and
help people feel great every day!

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
         YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Notebook
Pages

Help people restart their life!
Debt payment plans help people
prioritize their responsibilities and
become debt free. Create one to
help families reach financial success!

Debt Payment Plan

Teach kids while they are still young!
A family chore list will instill the
importance of responsibility and
taking action among the members of
the family, especially the kids. This
printable item will surely be a hit
among families!

Holiday Cards
Holidays made extra special!
Many holidays in a year mean a lot of
opportunities to earn by selling
holiday card printables. Make
varieties of cards for your
customers to choose from, and they
will surely sell like pancakes!

Posters
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Thank You Card

Teachers and parents will love it!
Studying the colors, shapes, and
the alphabet will be easier with the
aid of colorful and catchy images
on a flashcard. Flashcards are
simple, easy to make, and
profitable. 

We are all sentimental at one point in
our lives. Some people do not know how
and when to start scrapbooking. That's
where you can come in. You can create
a scrapbooking guide or template that
your customers can follow! Let's help
them save those memories and make
them extra special.

Gift Cards

Give your customers' event guests
an idea of what they will eat. It will
excite them!
Menus are present on every special
occasion, especially if the event has
fine dining. Help the host save time by
offering printable menu templates.

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
         YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Flash Cards

Menu

Let them know they are
appreciated.
There are dozens of card types, but
a thank you card will always be on
top. Let's take advantage of it and
make plenty of options for your
customers!

Scrapbooks

I'd love to get gift cards too!
Create gift card templates for business
owners. They can save so much time by
purchasing from your online store! Easy
to create and easy to sell too! Let them
customize it to suit their brand, tweak it
a little bit, adding their special touch.

Banners mean parties!
You can focus on this product alone
because you can make thousands of
banner designs. Banners for
birthdays, bridal parties, baby
showers, Halloween, etc.! The sky is
the limit!

Banners

Checkout the Menu
Pages here!
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Nobody wants to be lost!
Sign printables are not limited to
open and closed. They can be bride
and groom, for sale and sold, stop
and go, and more.
Make sign printables now and earn
from your creative ideas. 

Always leave a mark!
It can be a bag tag, a gift tag, or a
name tag, etc. There are hundreds of
tag types you can create. You can
even modify them for holidays - think
Christmas gift tags.

Tags

Be their guide!
Every event needs a program for it to
be systematic and successful. It is
your opportunity to make money if
you are into events and love creating
program guides!

Event Program

Guest Book Sign

One of the best items to sell on
Etsy!
Customize invitations for birthdays,
weddings, baptisms, and more! You'll
never go wrong with it as long as you
have the one-of-a-kind and in-
demand designs!

Invitations

Stop the hunt, and let them find their
seat immediately!
Help the guests find their seats and
create an easy-to-print design for
table numbers. Make designs according
to the event's theme or motif!

It's good memorabilia too!
A printable guest book sign is nice to
have at every event. Afterward, you
can keep it as memorabilia. 

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
         YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Sign Printables

Table Numbers
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Writing Worksheet

Wall Art Decor

Photo Collage
Printable

Activity Sheets

Sticker Sheets

Cut, paste, and display!
Help a single parent, a teacher, or a
work-from-home mom or dad keep
the kids busy with an activity sheet
that will allow the little ones to
practice their motor skills through
cutting and pasting activities!

Milestone Board

Check out the Alphabet
Printables here!

Check out the Pregnancy
Journal here!

Check out the Kids
Gratitude Journal here!

Checkout the Adult
Stickers here!

100100
Help parents and teachers teach
the kids how to write.
You can offer customized worksheets
such as names, alphabet, numbers,
shapes, etc. 

Make people's dull places lively with
your wall art!
Wall arts are easy and fun to create.
In just 1 hour, you can create multiple
wall decorations that sell fast too!

Even minimalists will love it!
Create digital art with the help of
artificial intelligence and sell it as a
ready-to-print collage!

Pair it with your journal and diary
printables!
Stickers are popular no matter the
age of your customer. Ideas are
endless when it comes to creating
your first sticker sheet!

Your customers will be everyone
with a child!
Parents do not only watch their kids
grow, but they also love taking note of
their milestones too! Offer a ready-
to-print template or customize
milestone boards for your clients!
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Lunchbox Notes

Lunchbox 
Ideas

LunchboxIdeas

Enjoy 
your
meal

Family

Don’t just show it. Say it!
Don’t you love it when you open your
lunch box and see a small note saying
how special you are? Your customers
will surely love it. It will save them time
and will make their relationship with
their loved ones a lot better!

Perfect for kids and art lovers!
Who knows? They could be the next
Leonardo da Vinci, and you are the
key that made them realize that!

Learn To Draw
Printable
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Help a mom document every step of
her pregnancy.
Starting the day she found out she was
pregnant to the doctor's appointments,
milestones, and the weeks in between,
make a printable to record each special
moment.

Pregnancy
Planner

Make family time the best time!
Everyone’s busy in the family, and get-
togethers can be a once-in-a-blue-
moon. Make it fun and memorable with
talking cards. With a wide range of
topics, everyone will get to know the
family members they don’t see often! 

Family Dinner
Talking Cards

They’re only young once!
Parents love documenting even the
tiniest details, changes, and
observations they see with their
newborns. Make them a tracker so
they can keep everything in one place. 

Let them know they are special!
Busy parents have a hard time
thinking about what to prepare for
their spouses and kids. Share with
them your ideas and secrets to a
happy and enjoyable lunchbox!

Newborn
Tracker

Checkout the Pregnancy
Journal here!

Checkout the Pregnancy
Journal here!
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Mental Health
Printable

We all need this list!
Help your customers put together
their goals into perspective and
motivate them to accomplish their
goals through your printables. 

Bucket List

It is something we all need every day!
Create a printable that promotes
mental health and wellness for the
whole family.

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
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Organize a reader’s book life!
There are books we want to read
and then eventually forget. Make
this printable, and I am sure no more
books will be overlooked.

Reading Lists

No more forgetting about the
holidays and special events!
Make a calendar that shows the
entire year. Perfect for those who
want to plan their vacations, work
leaves, and more ahead of time!

Year At A
Glance

Mood Tracker

Students need some help with their
organization too!
Make students’ life easier by making a
study guide planner. There are
thousands of students, so there are
tons of potential customers. 

Stop staring far away, and make
sure to write your mood today!
Mood trackers offer insights to
determine patterns and suggest
action steps to help you with anxiety,
avoid stressors and improve low
moods.

Study Guide
Planner

Checkout the Reading
Journal here!

Checkout the Mental
Health Journal here!

Checkout the Planner
Template here!

Checkout the Party
Games Template here!

Checkout the Mental
Health Journal here!
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Countdown To
Christmas Letter

Printable

Best
Moments Log

BEST

moments

ever
!

Bible Reading
Plan

Bible reading
tracker

100 Days Before Christmas

5 Minute
Destress Ideas

destressideas
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Love Notes

It’s the most wonderful time of the
year!
Make sure to be ready before the
“ber” months because it is when this
printable will surely be popular!

Just write it!
There are things we want to say but
don’t know how to. Help your
customers by creating a printable
letter for Santa, Jesus, and especially
for their loved ones!

AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS
YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Be a modern-day Romeo and Juliet!
Okay, it shouldn’t be just for lovers.
Make love notes that can be given to
every member of the family, making
the reader feel loved and valued. 

Let's do what matters in times of
stress.
Let them know the best ways to
unwind, and relieve stress and
anxiety through your printables.

Make it all count!
Help them remember their life’s
precious moments and be more
grateful for the beautiful things in
life.

Help Bible readers plan their daily
routine.
A Bible reading planner will guide them
in scripture reading, and lead them
closer to true joy by reflecting on the
Word of God.

Checkout the
Gratitude Journal here!

Checkout the 
Prayer Journal here!

Checkout the Mental
Health Journal here!

Checkout the Christmas
Activities here!
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Super Food List

My

Reti
rem

ent

Super food 

must haves

Parents might forget about it!
Parents are always busy with so
many things, make them remember
what the superfoods are so they can
serve healthy and delicious meals to
their families and keep themselves
happy and healthy.

Celebrate Christmas with an Advent
Calendar!
Kids love it when we are looking
forward to something. Count with
them through an advent calendar!

Advent
Calendar

Steps-To-
Retirement
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Let’s kill time!
While waiting for the kids to come
home from school or while spouses
go shopping! Crossword puzzles
are the perfect time killer!

Crossword

Everyone loves a comfortable
retirement!
Someone in her early 20s might be
thinking about retirement, don’t miss
the opportunity. Make steps to
retirement printable and be a part of
their everyday life as they achieve
their retirement goals. 

Bingo Games

Keep the kids busy!
Teachers and parents will love puzzle
games! It can give them minutes or
even an hour of a break from
energetic kids! It can also help
improves their focus. 

Don’t know what to do on a Saturday
night pajama party?
Yes, you read it right. Bingo games for
getting together, park dates with the
family, or even at a pajama party! Be
part of every family bonding through
your bingo game printable. 

Puzzle Games

Checkout the Christmas
Activities here!

Checkout the Party
Games Template here!

Checkout the Party
Games Template here!

Checkout the Workbook
Template here!
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Finger Print
Art Template Daily Food

Journal

How many
do I have?

Road Trip
Essentials

road
trip?

Daily 
Food 

Journal

Yes, we can use that!
Make your customers realize
they don’t need that much to
create artwork! 

Let’s be healthy together!
Create a journal to help busy people
track their daily nutrition intake and
stick to a healthy diet.  

Tooth
Tracker

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
         YOU CAN MAKE AND SELL100100

Something we all look forward to!
At one point in our lives, we all looked
forward to the first day of school!
Parents will surely not miss this!
Make a banner and sell it online.

First Day Of
School

Popular not only during summer!
It is famous throughout the year! For
First-timers or veterans, having a list
of all the necessary stuff to bring is
a big help. Be that help and make
them the list that they need!

Seasonal
Coloring Pages

Be their tooth fairy!!
Lost tooth or new tooth? Make a
record that parents can use to
track their kiddo's details!

Don’t we all love themes?
When activities follow a specific
theme, we always look forward to
the next one. Your customers will
surely come back for more!

paint
with
me

Checkout the Party
Games Template here!

Checkout the Fitness
Planner here!
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Calorie
Counter

Road Trip 
 Coloring Material

123 ABC

Home
SchoolingSchedule

Whatto
buy?

Calories?Let count it

Matching
Worksheets

Parents juggle so many things at
the same time.
What more for homeschooling
parents? Create an easy-to-follow
schedule for them and make tasks
focused on teaching their kids.

Don’t be lost in the store!
Create a list that will keep you on
track with the important stuff you
need to buy and help your
customers avoid buying
unnecessary things when shopping.

Shopping List
And Planner

The road to fitness!
Create a template to help your
customers with their fitness journey.
This calorie counter will keep track
of their calorie intake and help them
achieve their weight goals.
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Entertain the kids on the road!
While on the road, keep them busy
and entertain them with coloring
materials. 

Homeschool
Schedule 

It’s as easy as ABC!
Create educational materials
like a phonics printable to help
a kid learn something new.

Always one of the best sellers!
Matching printables are still in and
will probably be there in years to
come. Easy to make and fun to do!

Phonics

Check out the Alphabet
Printables here!

Checkout the Christmas
Activities here!

Checkout the Planner
Template here!

Checkout the Fitness
Planner here!
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Vacation
Packing List Life Planner

Gratitude
Journal

Everyday
I am

thankful
for... 

Am I 
losing 

weight?

Everything you need

when moving out! 

My 
LIFE

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
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Checkout the
Gratitude Journal here!

Checkout the Fitness
Planner here!

Checkout the Planner
Template here!

Do not stress, and just look
forward to your rest and
relaxation!
Make sure they don’t miss a thing
when they travel. Create a list that
will cover it all.

Celebrate every day, but don't
forget to plan for tomorrow!
Create a fun and engaging planner
that keep your customers
motivated the whole year!

House Moving
Planner

100100

Be thankful every day!
This journal will help people reflect
and be thankful for the things
they normally do not give
importance and attention to.

If you are moving to a new place,
you need this!
Your customers will stop worrying
whether they got it all covered or
not. This house moving planner will
make things easier.

Wedding 
Planning Checklist

Let’s lose some weight!
People trying to keep a healthy
lifestyle can now track their weight
loss journey through this printable.
Make one today and be a part of
their weight loss journey.

Wedding planning is exciting!
But it's super stressful as well. Help
couples focus on their priorities and
work out their budget through your
wedding planner printables. People
are getting always engaged, and you
will not run out of customers!

Weight Loss
Tracker
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Gift List and Ideas

        AWESOME PRINTABLE IDEAS 
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Be sure not to miss anyone!
Create a gift list printable that will help your
customers stay organized this Christmas and
help them stay on budget.

Gift List

Breastfeeding
Tracker
It can be difficult for a mom to remember everything
at once.
Help her keep track of the baby’s feeding habits, which
side the baby nursed from, what time and how long the
baby nursed, and a lot more.

Essentials only!
Create an easy-to-follow plan on how to be organized
in the kitchen and how to organize the kitchen as well. 
Just do it once and sell it over and over!

Pantry Essentials

Kids are happy when they are involved in activities. 
Make paper dolls, airplane patterns, finger puppets, and
more! These printables sell like hotdogs!

Paper Toys Printables

Checkout the Pregnancy
Journal here!

Checkout the Planner
Template here!

Checkout the Party
Games Template here!
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I'm
ready!

With easy to follow step-by-step guide
to your business' success!

Why Printables By Number?

And MORE!

GET PRINTABLES BY NUMBER!
TINY DIGITAL PRODUCTS. HUGE IMPACT.

 

Planners

Greeting
Cards

Wall Art

Calendars

Labels

Coloring
Books

Start your online business now and start walking towards
the road to financial freedom!

No
Inventory

No
Manufacturing

No
Shipping

Launch
Fast

Zero
Cost

Earn
Passive
Income
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LEARN HOW

My sales increase each month and I finally work
from home full-time selling printables!

I’ve been a student of Suzi’s courses for over 2
years now and all are golden nuggets especially
Printables by Number!

$4,000+ per month with printables!

Over 9 hours of easy-to-follow videos
10+ done-for-you graphic & design templates 
Learn Canva & Powerpoint  
Launch your own free "Resource Library" 
Printable Market Research 
The Blog Shop Course
Write Your Ebook in a Day 
Course Slide Deck & Workbook Growth Plans
6 Printable Mistakes & How to fix them 
Premium Checkout Template 
Etsy Launch Strategy 
Marketplace Scaling Blueprints 
The Printable Funnel Method 
2 Complete Printable Funnel Maps
100+ Printable Ideas to grow your list and income 
6 Scaling Strategies 
Create Your Own Graphics with Free Tools 

TINY DIGITAL PRODUCTS. HUGE IMPACT.

PRINTABLES 
BY NUMBER

friends@freedombynumber.comfreedombynumber.com

WHO IS THE COURSE
NOT FOR?

ALL THE GOODIES:

People who get no
pleasure from art,
graphics, scrapbooking,
etc. 

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Learn how to create small digital products
like printables, ebooks, workbooks, planners
etc. and sell them on your blog, through a
funnel or on platforms like Etsy to a full time
income. 

A fantastic course to add to any business
model as small digital products can boost
your profit margins, increase your
conversions or grow your email list quickly.

To create and sell small digital products
like:

FREEDOM BY NUMBER

WHO IS THIS COURSE
BEST FOR?

People who want to sell
digital products 
Only requires low time
commitment 

Printables
Planners
Workbooks
Coloring Pages
Ebooks

Templates
Stickers
Digital Guides
Scrapbooks
... And more!

Yes! I want it!

You don't need an audience 

People who wanted to be
creative, and have fun.

       to start this course 

People who don't want to
ever deal with customers
(Please check Blog by
Number course instead)

#

https://printablesbynumber.com/
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